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t is another opportunity to
ensure your weekend starts
off on a positively high
note. How do we do that for
you? Well, starting off with
this loaded edition of Women’s Hub
edition is a great starter.
On our cover this week is Benedicta
Oyiana (PhD), and she is equipping
leaders and organisations to remain
ahead. The Organisational Psychologist and HR leader schooled us on
leadership, organisational development, gender mainstreaming and
more.
In episode 5 of #FiresessionswithKemiAjumobi, my guest was Dr Modupe
Elebute-Odunsi, Founder/CEO of
Marcelle Ruth Cancer Care and Specialist Hospital, and her fire session
was touching, especially because she
has been helping to save lives through
her profession as a doctor, being the
one in need of care truly showed how
fragile life can be.
Thelma Ekiyor, Managing Partner
SME.NG recently turned 50. She celebrated the day with friends, family
and associates. We share beautiful pictures of how the day went with you.
We all don’t always do well at goodbyes, so when Serena Williams bid
tennis goodbye, the reactions came in
back to back. We share some with you.
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Women’s Hub

‘Why You Must Breathe Through Until Your Breakthrough!’ is a story that
will inspire you to keep on keeping on.
‘With Your Words And Actions, You
Can Help Save That Child From Missing The Way’ is a true life story. Our
contributor shares her personal experience and advises parents on caring
for their children in details, because
understanding why they behave the
way they do, and helping them proffer
solutions is key.
Following the same line of thought,
our other contributor says you must
‘Allow Your Children Discover Their
Genius’ in areas they are good at…no
pressure!
Our fashion section for this week is lit!
With gorgeous designs from SAMA
WOMAN fashion brand, any woman
with a great sense of style will enjoy
the timeless apparels from this brand.
You know I can’t wrap up this note
without giving you some yummy
meals to try at home. This week, it is
Chicken Corn Chowder and Spicy
Shrimp Spinach Pasta.
Enjoy!

Associate Editor, BusinessDay
kemi@businessdayonline.com
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B enedicta Oyiana (PhD), an organisational Psychologist and HR

leader. She brings almost two decades experience spanning the
FMCG, oil & gas, banking, management consulting and industries,
focusing on business process review and development from providing business advisory services to SMEs. Her expertise spans business transformation, performance and talent management, learning
and development, change management, cultural transformation,
organisational development, merger and acquisition to mention a
few.
She is actively involved in the youth mentoring and women em-

powerment space, and has several youth and gender developmental
initiatives under her belt. She is a published researcher with focus
on gender mainstreaming. She is passionate about human motivation, personal re-engineering, coaching, mentoring and peak performance, having identified these as key ingredients to social development.
B enedicta obtained a PhD in Psychology from Walden University.

She is an alumni of the prestigious Lagos Business School having
obtained an MBA in General management (2010). She holds a Bachelor of Science in Microbiology from Delta state university. She is
a member of the Chartered Institute of Personnel Management
(MCIPM), and a life time member of Psi Chi in recognition of her
outstanding scholastic achievements. She is a mentor on both the
Lagos Business School Alumni and WIMBIZ Mentoring Programs.
She currently volunteers as Deputy Director for Education on the

LEAF Initiative, a Pan Nigerian development group of young
technocrats.
Her research background equips organisations and leaders in diag-

nostics and investigation, data collection and analytics relevant for
sound decision making. Her imperative is to equip leaders to achieve
immediate to long term business priorities and remain ahead in the
dynamic business environment.
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enedicta was born into a family
where her parents had so much
love and regard for their girl-children. As a child, she loved to sing
and act in French. She had always been a bookworm and she continued to find
solace in new knowledge and actionable outcomes.
Her passion requires that she speaks publicly, be
a voice, and bridge for hard to reach places. “We
are 3 girls and a boy, yet growing up, there wasn’t
any difference in relations nor in distribution of
resources. My parents never told me of endeavors
that excluded women, nor did they stifle my creativity (apart from a time I was barred from joining a drama troupe). They also never taught me
about relating to people based on their tribe and
race as these conversations never came up.” Benedicta revealed.

WE APPLY PSYCHOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES
AND RESEARCH METHODS TO IMPROVE
THE OVERALL WORK ENVIRONMENT,
INCLUDING ENGAGEMENT,
PERFORMANCE, COMMUNICATION, JOB
SATISFACTION, WELL-BEING AND SAFETY

Today, in raising her 3 children, that philosophy
forms the building block of her family’s approach
and outlook to life. However, her observations in
the world of work she says are too depressing to
ignore.
“I see women positioned as 2nd class citizens , or
an unavoidable headache. I therefore have committed my life to building platforms that extend
the conversations into actionable strategy. In 2018,
I started a group called the Buddy Network- a
group of 94 women committed to raising a village
of women who are growing financially, intellectually, and drive social change through active learning and knowledge sharing.”

Women’s Hub

That is not all. In 2008, Oyiana developed a secondary school program that can run alongside
the public secondary school curriculum, with the
objective to build entrepreneurial and leadership
capabilities of students in transitional classes.
In the organisations she has worked in, she led the
inclusion agenda through practical interventions
that extend from awareness to purposeful action
by leveraging strategic partnerships and networks.
About 8 years ago, Benedicta stumbled on a life
changing article that described how the workplace
was evolving and how forward thinking organisations should start to evolve. It hit her in the moment, that the human resources function as we
knew it, would change dramatically in no time.
She then asked herself the million dollar question:
“How was I going to get ready for that change and
avoid becoming a dinosaur.” She began the quest
for further development which led her to her
choice of Organisational Psychology.
Organisational Psychologists are subject matter experts who focus on the behaviour of employees in
the workplace. Emphasis on workplace. “We apply
psychological principles and research methods to
improve the overall work environment, including
engagement, performance, communication, job
satisfaction, well-being and safety.” She revealed.
Oyiana was once asked by a leader how she contributes to her organisation. Slightly taken aback
by the question, she responds “People, that’s how I
create value. Not through a department called HR,
rather leveraging commercial acumen in building
a productivity oriented culture across all cadres
and business units. We use business insights to
create playbooks which help keep ambiguities to
a minimum within the organisation’s ecosystem.”
Oyiana stated.
For example, in our post COVID inflation ridden
world where people are quitting at record levels,
Benedicta says informed companies will not try
to attract and retain staff using the same old ways,
as a customised intervention like renegotiation is
probable.
Furthermore, she is of the opinion that, increasingly, there is a mismatch between companies’
demand for talent and the number of employees
willing to supply it. Adding that, COVID enabled
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I SEE WOMEN
POSITIONED
AS 2ND CLASS
CITIZENS , OR AN
UNAVOIDABLE
HEADACHE. I
THEREFORE HAVE
COMMITTED MY
LIFE TO BUILDING
PLATFORMS THAT
EXTEND THE
CONVERSATIONS
INTO ACTIONABLE
STRATEGY
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people get a multiplicity of skills thus giving
employees a lot more options, higher negotiating power, and lower levels of job commitment.
“So, largely, we leverage people, workforce
data and trend analysis, in generating insights
for decision support.”
Though it may be impossible to summarise
succinctly the volume of experience, Benedicta is clear on the fact that organisations that
will win in the marketplaces must continue to
pivot. According to her, “The pandemic made
everyone of us long for substantial changes
in our lives. Many are rethinking their career paths entirely. We must deliberately stay
ahead of the curve, anticipate and take action,
while navigating attrition and upskilling present growth opportunities for organisations.”
For Oyiana, “People will leave an organisation when the smell of the room (culture) is
no longer fit to thrive in, their appetite has
evolved, they have more alternatives, and may
have new expectations that are entirely different from your current proposition.”
She therefore finds the following approaches
to be practical on both individual and organisational levels:
Firstly, selectively out-compete. A company
can’t be everything so be selective. Companies

TRUTHFULLY, DESPITE
THE PROMISING OUTLOOK
AND TRACK RECORD OF
GENDER INITIATIVES,
THERE REMAINS
MAJOR CONCERNS
WITH RECONCILING
ORGANISATIONAL
OBJECTIVES WITH
FEMINIST GOALS

Women’s Hub

I LEVERAGE COMMERCIAL ACUMEN IN
BUILDING A PRODUCTIVITY ORIENTED
CULTURE ACROSS ALL CADRES AND
BUSINESS UNITS
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WE APPLY
PSYCHOLOGICAL
PRINCIPLES AND
RESEARCH METHODS
TO IMPROVE THE
OVERALL WORK
ENVIRONMENT,
INCLUDING
ENGAGEMENT,
PERFORMANCE,
COMMUNICATION,
JOB SATISFACTION,
WELL-BEING AND
SAFETY
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who choose ethics, fairness and integrity amongst
other things tend to improve performance, retain
and attract top talent.
Secondly, you must fix what’s broken. Ensure employees sense and believe their current organisation recognises their value. Reinforce your investment in them by making career paths transparent
so that you can stay ahead of the talent war.
Thirdly, humanise your employee value proposition. Deliver on your promise; do what you say
and when. Stay hungry, keep tabs on the changing
world within and around.
On volunteering as Deputy Director for Education
on the LEAF Initiative, she says LEAF is a leadership movement that started years ago. They are
currently 100 intellectuals within the age bracket
of 35- 50 across geographies and culture, who are
interested in leading better governance for Nigeria.
“We believe that through active political participation, running for office, subject matter expertise and delivery, policy formulation, reviews and
compliance standards, we can improve participation and the overall quality of national leadership.”
Benedicta stated.
At LEAF, they lead value-based interventions in 4
critical areas of the economy- Education, Health,
Economic Development and Law (With a special
focus on the criminal justice system of Nigeria). A
few of their members ran for office from President
to House of Assembly under different political party platforms.

COMPANIES WHO CHOOSE
ETHICS, FAIRNESS AND
INTEGRITY AMONGST OTHER
THINGS TEND TO IMPROVE
PERFORMANCE, RETAIN AND
ATTRACT TOP TALENT

They support financially, mentally, and through
network affiliations. Members have spent a consid-
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erable amount of time in upscalling their understanding and redefinition of the pertinent issues
in order to proffer practical solutions and partnerships. While they take a big picture view, their
approach entails working at the grassroots to effect
sustainable change.
“It is our ambition to see a fresh crop of younger
people in Governance in Nigeria. We are calling
on Nigerian Women and youths to join different
campaign teams and ensure we have qualitative
representation of change agents. In my capacity as
Deputy Director for Education, I lead our national
initiatives for basic primary education at the grassroots in the pilot states.” Oyiana explained.

REINFORCE YOUR INVESTMENT
IN YOUR EMPLOYEES BY MAKING
CAREER PATHS TRANSPARENT SO
THAT YOU CAN STAY AHEAD OF THE
TALENT WAR

Oyiana is big on gender matters. According to her,
“Truthfully, despite the promising outlook and
track record of gender initiatives, there remains
major concerns with reconciling organisational
objectives with feminist goals. In addition, the welfare approach to gender issues has created a view
of women as the problem that requires fixing thus
influencing most policy frameworks today.” Benedicta opined.
For her, clearly, at the heart of gender inequalities
are relational issues which includes trouble perceiving and relating to situations and plights of
people (women). She believes that to change the
narrative, to circumvent these relational issues, we
must extend the conversation beyond a focus on
women to include dialogues with the men, ensure
male sponsors in women participation in decision-making roles and responsibilities, and access/
control of resources is a great place to start.
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COVID ENABLED
PEOPLE GET A
MULTIPLICITY
OF SKILLS
THUS GIVING
EMPLOYEES
A LOT MORE
OPTIONS, HIGHER
NEGOTIATING
POWER,
AND LOWER
LEVELS OF JOB
COMMITMENT
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In Benedicta’s study of leadership perception of
Gender Mainstreaming (GM) in male-dominated
industries, where she spoke to C-suite leaders, she
said their views were a far cry from all that we hope
to achieve due to perception and inaction on the
salient issues.
According to her, a leader said, “My organisation
is more performance and costs conscious than focused on the gender delivering the value. It is just
not important. We do not care about the gender
that is delivering the value. It is not important.”
Oyiana believes that this position undermines
the cost and effort required to deliver value and
it remains a critical concern in the gender mainstreaming journey.
Sharing on what we should look out for soon, Oyiana says “My book, a fictional playbook for leaders will be out in September, stay tuned!”
We all have that never to be forgotten day or moment in our lives. Benedicta shares hers with me.
“Every time I see or experience a miracle is an unforgettable day. When I daily enjoy the mercies of
God in full expression is also an unforgettable one,
so typically, everyday is unforgettable because it’s a
gift for which I’m most grateful. Also, whenever I
encounter new insights or an "aha moment" is usually unforgettable.”
We cannot undermine the importance of right
mentorship. Benedicta agrees. “I would say mentoring and sponsorship have helped me immensely
on my journey. I have been blessed through different seasons by the gift of right counsel. The interesting thing I have learnt is that, mentors and spon-

WE ARE CALLING ON NIGERIAN
WOMEN AND YOUTHS TO
JOIN DIFFERENT CAMPAIGN
TEAMS AND ENSURE WE HAVE
QUALITATIVE REPRESENTATION
OF CHANGE AGENTS
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WE MUST DELIBERATELY STAY AHEAD
OF THE CURVE, ANTICIPATE AND
TAKE ACTION, WHILE NAVIGATING
ATTRITION AND UPSKILLING PRESENT
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ORGANISATIONS

sors could be seasonal so don’t get bugged down
with holding on to something that has served its
purpose. Appreciate the benefits, but identify those
who should stay on. I also recognize that mentors
and sponsors transcend positions and titles.”
Furthermore, she adds “Having this mindset helps
you seek diamonds in the rough, making you treat
interactions with intentionality and respect. A
security person can speak and grant you access,
hence why they are called gate keepers. I choose
to listen more, and go groom relationships and not
use people, it will add up eventually. In identifying
mentors, I have penchant for authentic individuals
who have had decent amount of failures. They have
been schooled, they no doubt always know a thing
or more that can serve me.” She said.
Benedicta therefore advises that when shopping
for mentors, start with who you know, your contact
list is an amazing place. What is the area you require counsel? Identify people who are intentional
about their journeys and actively chasing it. She
also believes that you must find common ground
with them and commit to asking great questions.
Finally, Benedicta says she believes that success
leave clues, and she remains saddled with a purpose to shine the light on and hard too, to reach
places, to address concerns around access for the
under served, to address hindrances to expression
of full human potential through knowledge sharing, capability building, and breaking stereotypes.
“I call on everyone to pitch in daily as we ‘stay hungry, stay foolish’... in the words of Steve Jobs.”
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Why You Must
Breathe Through
Until Your
Breakthrough!
B Y G L A D Y S A G WA I

T

“Whatever you are going through it is
preparing you for your next breakthrough.”

oo often, people get stuck in the same place
for far too long. Stuck in their cages with
unlocked doors. You believe you should
be doing something else, but what and
how do you get it! Are you confused and
feel as though you are drowning, stranded, or useless? You
know you want and need to get away. But you believe you
have no choice and feel stuck leading to anxiety, dread, and
overwhelm. You interpret that “thing” in your life should
be other than what it is, you compel yourself to make things
happen, and nothing changes. You are spiraling in a negative state of regret, rejection, and self-sabotage. Feeling
stuck is like quicksand. The more you work to pull yourself
out of it, the deeper you sink. Because of your insecurities,
you chase, push, manipulate, and control everything and
everyone to feel safe, loved, and excited about your life. But

you continue sinking. To realize your breakthrough, you
must first accept that you are feeling stuck and stop fighting
what is. Your resistance is your reason to unwind and make
the best with what is currently in your hand. Your breakthrough is coming when you experience:
•

Consistent painful circumstances and obstacles pushing you to the limit.

•

Silence and unanswered prayers.

•

Negative influences (people, habits, situations) that
you refuse to remove, yet they disappear.

•

Fear of making “any” moves.

•

Releasing your ego.

•

Recommitment and healing.

•

The hunger for the truth, light, spiritual connection,
and its knowledge.
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•

The transforming of your mind to see the bigger picture and the possible within the impossible.

•

Your purpose revealed aligning your direction with the
necessary resources.

•

Gratitude for the hardships and thankful for your survival through it.

•

Calm, connectedness, and expectancy of the good that
is present and coming.

You can bring forth your breakthrough in any area of your
life, i.e., career, business, intimate life, mental and physical
health, or finances. But you must not settle for less than you
deserve. You must be open to trusting, realizing, and being
ready for your possibilities. Per Tony Robbins, to experience
your breakthrough, you must:
• Identify and manage strategies that work for you consistently maximizing your time to sustain your success with
action. Change your strategy to change your results!
• Reframe disempowering stories about why you cannot achieve what you want for your life. For example, a
core belief that you will remain single because you are not
enough will inhibit you from finding or following through
on a strategy. You must have a story that is possible. Your
belief must be that you are worthy of a loving and fulfilling
intimate partnership. Remember your expectations control
your focus, perception, how you feel and act. You must be
hungry for change!
• Manage your emotional and mental state because it is
the filter you use to see your life and possibilities. Your state
determines who you believe you are, your capabilities, and
what you believe you can achieve or not. My disempower-

ment story is worthiness. Inner conflict brings this out. I
take ownership of my thoughts and feelings with action to
set strategies to reframe my story. Change your state also
by reducing stress with an empowering focus. Your state
changes everything.
Your breakthrough comes from an accumulation of tiny
shifts over time. Breakthroughs come from what you do
daily, and what dominates your thoughts. All that you have
learned creates understanding and clarity that creates your
“aha” moment. You were successful in creating over time
tiny shifts that will result in your breakthrough. As you
journey through this process, it can translate into something that feels dangerous and potentially life-threatening
due to uncertainty. What is most important is to have the
courage and commitment to stop settling for second best.
Everything you need already exists. Be open to see and seize
your success resources that will help you pivot in the right
direction.
You must take ownership of your life because the problem
starts and ends with you. Decide change must happen now
which is hard. The moment you make the critical decision
is the moment that the rest of your life will change. What
decision must you make now? I decided success for me was
work/life balance. I wanted to manage my time as a strategy
and changed my story that balance is possible. A tiny shift
made in my schedule allows me to spend nap time with my
granddaughter. What tiny shifts must you make? Why is it
necessary?
Your breakthrough is in your future once you decide it to
be possible. Decide, surrender, and release in peace with
expectation.

“Breakthroughs happen when limiting thoughts and behaviors are challenged.”
Fabienne Frederickson

Gladys Agwai spent 30 years as a corporate executive leader within IBM in the US, Nigeria, Ghana,
and Kenya. Her leadership experiences spanned
across multiple functional areas, such as, Sales,
Marketing, Financial, and Operations, key industries in Public Sector, Banking, Telecommunications, and Small Medium Enterprises, and cultures. She received multiple top leadership and

sales awards throughout her career. She was sought
out for an IBM Executive Loan program where she
spent seven years working with the Committee for
the Olympic Games with game changing thought
leadership on its resource strategy that was implemented for future Olympic games. She is the
Founder & CEO of Ignite Within.
Gladys Agwai can be reached at ignitewithin.org.
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t was 9pm and Grandma
Yvonne could hear the sound
of wailing coming from the Balogun’s house across the street.
Thinking that something was
terribly wrong, she grabbed her housecoat and quickly rushed out to make sure
everything was fine. Mary Balogun heard
the doorbell ring and after checking the
security camera, she went to open the
door for Grandma Y, as they fondly called
her. She was relieved at her presence and
hoped that the tense situation in the house
could be resolved.
Mary Balogun was a single mother of two
girls in their early teens and had always
wanted to make the best decisions for
her children. The long vacation had just
started and she had made plans to engage
them in a prestigious summer camp. The
only problem was that none of the girls
were interested in the camp. The more
she talked about it the more they resisted
and she had finally put her foot down and
announced they were to be shipped off
the next day regardless of how they felt.
That was the cause of the wailing that had
brought Grandma Y over.
She related this same story to Grandma Y
who asked her why she was so adamant
that the children should engage in this
activity that none of them was clearly in.
“This camp is a tradition in our family.
My mother attended in her time and I
also attended when I was their age. It is
only normal that they should follow in the
family tradition. I don’t have the strength
to explain their absence to my mother and
the other club executives. These girls are
just wailing as if somebody died, what’s
the big deal about 2 weeks in a finishing
camp for girls? They would learn how to
be proper ladies. Please talk to them, I’m
totally exasperated”, Mary answered.
Grandma Y shook her head in amazement. She could not believe that this was
coming from someone young enough to

be her daughter and as such, should be in
touch with current reality.
“Mary, have you asked them how they
would rather spend their time?” The Balogun girls were gifted in the area of art and
design and had developed a strong interest in tech. Their friends and family called
them gadget babes because they ate, slept
and drank anything tech especially where
it intersected with art and design.
Dayo, Mary’s daughter answered, “Grandma Y, there’s a tech bootcamp holding
within that same period and the facilitators are coming from the United States.
They will be holding competitions too and
the winners would be sponsored to attend
a 2-week training for Teens-in-Tech in
Silicon Valley. We know that we could
win but now Mummy says we should go
for this family camp”. Her voice trailed off
and she started wailing again.
When Grandma Y got the full picture she
said to Mary, “Darling, you know I would
wail too if I were in their shoes right?
You are so fortunate to have level-headed
daughters who already know what they
want, you should be grateful and guide
them to harness their genius rather than
force them to follow a tradition that sincerely they do not need. Please let them
attend this Tech camp thing, I’ll talk to
your mother if you need me to. Times
have changed and needs have changed.
You should flow with the trends so long as
your values are not compromised.”
Mary saw reason with Grandma Y and
announced to the girls that they would
be going to the tech camp. The wailing
immediately transformed into screams
of pure delight as the girls rushed into
Grandma Y with jumping hugs.
Two weeks later it was another round of
screaming, this time from Mary and her
mother. The girls had been chosen along
with 8 other teens to attend the Silicon
Valley training. Mary's mother started
bragging to all her friends about how
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smart her granddaughters were and how
they were going to make the family proud.
In all these, Mary was grateful that she
took Grandma Y’s counsel to allow her
children discover their genius.

.
Dr Agility Obi-Ihesie (Dr Purejoie) is a Consultant Pathologist, Entrepreneur, Life and
Personal growth strategist, and
wholesome living advocate. She
is the Founder of Dr Purejoie
Skincare, a safe ethical skincare
brand in Nigeria, and Dr Purejoie Consulting where she helps
individuals gain clarity and
develop strategies for personal growth, relationships, and
healthy wholesome living.
She holds a MBBCh degree
from College of Medicine University of Calabar, a FMCPath
Fellowship in Pathology from
National Postgraduate Medical
College of Nigeria, a Certificate in Project Management in
Global Health from University
of Washington and a Certificate
in Entrepreneurial Management from Enterprise Development Centre, Pan-Atlantic University (CEM51 Class). She can
be reached at agility.obiihesie@
gmail.com.
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With your words and
actions, you can help
save that child from
missing the way
AW U N L I E G H O S A S E R E

I

n the late 1990's, passing O'level exams was like a camel passing through the eye of a needle.
I finished my secondary school
education with only one credit
in Economics, with a sprinkle of D's and
an avalanche of E's. It was so devastating
for me, especially as all my life, I had been
hailed as an intelligent child. I can recall
when I was five, my dad would make me
read newspapers to the delight of my relatives. They would not hesitate to squeeze
some change for biscuits into my hand
or slap it on my forehead, raising their
thumb for me and praising me for my uncanny intelligence.
I carried that badge of "the intelligent
child" until I began my secondary education when my younger brother took
over the badge from me. In fact, while he
was still in junior secondary school, he
and his friends were already passionate
about programming languages. They always studied, and it wasn't surprising that
two years after my secondary education,
he passed his own O' levels and JAMB in
one sitting while I was still unable to pass
mine.
My father was a very strict man, and he
did not hesitate to reprimand me. I tried
my best not to disappoint my dad in my
studies, but I didn't make any headway. I
was distracted by boys. While my mates
went to the library to read, I went to
showcase my beautiful face. Nobody was
looking at me. I was often referred to as
"Small Pia" or "Atom". I had no boobs and
had a smallish frame. I wanted to prove to
everyone that I was attractive.

Everyone in my family believed I was
smart and intelligent, so they left me to
myself. They thought I was capable of
navigating my challenges on my own. So,
in order to cover up my repeated failures
at my O' levels, I lied to my parents that
my results were yet to be released.
Soon after, I got admission into a private
polytechnic that would allow me to study
while I awaited the release of my results. I
went around the barber's chair for like 7
years before I could tell my parents that I
didn't have my O' level result. I had given
a cousin of mine some money I saved to
purchase the GCE form. She didn't. She
spent the money. Another time, I was
duped. The money was the school fees
that I was meant to pay in my private
polytechnic second year, which cost about
N14,000.
The school I had enrolled in was a scam.
All the students that enrolled in that session did not get to sit for the exam. When
I enrolled in another school some time
later, I was also scammed. The story is too
complicated to explain here. At one time,
I began to believe that my village people
were at work. Looking back now, I think
it was a mix of two things. Village people
and sheer ignorance! Because at the time
I finally got seven credits in a sitting, the
school where I enrolled was closed down.
The results were seized but later released.
Before I could get my certificate so I could
do my clearance at the university, it took
an intervention from the Almighty.
Well, the message I want to pass with this
story is that when you see young people
struggling in their academics or in any
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area of their life, call them and give them a
word of advice in an encouraging way. Being judgemental or critical may do more
harm than good. Words of encouragement and motivation will inspire them to
turn a new leaf. You have wards, siblings,
friends, that you assume know what they
are doing or that they are being stubborn,
so you leave them to themselves. Try to
get into their world and have a conversation with them to find out where they
are struggling. You could save them from
self-harm or destructive habits or from
going down the wrong path. I was lucky.
The frustration and shame of seeing my
younger siblings and other people with
whom I had finished high school graduate from university would have driven me
to do things from which I may never have
recovered. One of my cousins told me
he admired my continued effort to keep
pushing despite the many years of failure,
as some girls in my age group would have
ended up abandoning their education or
becoming wayward.
My husband and I saved a young girl from
befriending a cultist. When we probed
her about making him her choice, she said
because he had a car. My husband gave
her a pep talk that reoriented her mind.
You can do the same for someone who is
missing their way.

.
Awunli Eghosasere is a writing
consultant that helps leaders
and professionals birth their
thoughts and ideas into books.
She is also the founder of hapiwify.site, a digital platform
that curates resources to help
young women unlock their
potential.
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having their legs amputated, though with
recent development, she says there are
things to do to ensure you don’t get to that
level of amputation anymore.
“I remember standing there thinking I
would love to do anything that would
make grandma better. Beyond that, I
come from a medical background, my
parents were both Professors in Surgery
and Medicine, and I am sure that played a
role in my career path too.” Modupe tells
me.
On her choice of area of specialty, when
Modupe was in medical school, in her 4th
year, because training in medical school
means you spend time in different departments, she got fascinated with haematology, especially knowing that Nigeria
has the highest incidence of the sickle cell
gene and just thinking she could help by
ensuring appropriate diagnosis is carried
out mattered a lot to her and influenced
her area of specialty.

ing after the cancer aspect of haematology
and found that fulfilling.

EPISODE 5
I AM GRATEFUL I AM ALIVE. I HAD
MY BATTLE AND SHE WAS HAVING
HERS TOO. I SAW HER AFTER
BEING WHEELED FROM THE
INTENSIVE CARE AND I FAINTED.

Host: Kemi Ajumobi
Guest: Dr Modupe Elebute-Odunsi
Founder/CEO OF Marcelle Ruth
Cancer Care and Specialist Hospital

O

n the 5th edition of
Fire Sessions, my guest
was Dr Modupe Elebute-Odunsi, Founder/
CEO OF Marcelle Ruth
Cancer Care and Specialist Hospital.

“From making diagnosis, I can go to the
clinic or emergency room to look after
them thanks to the diagnosis, and till tomorrow, there is nothing more powerful.
I recently had a case where the patient was
diagnosed of acute leukaemia. Thanks to
having the equipment, looking down the
microscope and diagnosing on the spot,
which allows us to make critical decisions, as a haemato-Oncologyst, this is
truly fulfilling, especially knowing that we
can have all of that and more in one place,
thanks to Marcelle Ruth.” She said.

DR Modupe has been practicing Medicine for decade, and coming back to contribute to the betterment of the healthcare
system in Nigeria is truly commendable.
Having her share her story was truly inspiring.
“How is Marcelle Ruth?” I asked as the
show began, to which she responds “We
are good. It is a dream come true. It is a
lot of work but we are gratified, and it feels
like the right thing to do right now” she
said.

Being passionate about Medicine, Dr
Modupe’s earliest memories of wanting to
do medicine was when she was 4. She recalls having a clear vision of going to visit
her grandmother in the hospital. She was
taken there by her dad and it was Lagos
University Teaching Hospital. Her grand-

ma’s bed was beside the window and her
leg amputated. As a 4 year old, Modupe
says it was traumatising. She realised as an
adult that her grandma had diabetes and
one of the complications of diabetes is
having problems with blood vessels in the
lower limb, which could result in patients

Modupe Elebute did 4 years internal medicine so she is a Physician. She also had 4
years training in Haematology, and then
during her specialty training, she worked
in different hospitals acquiring different
aspects of Haematology. She loved look-

Being here in Nigeria,
she admits that the hours
are long and the journey
has not been easy. She
says it is a big sacrifice
and living apart from her
two youngest children in
the UK hasn’t been easy.

Though Elebute worked
at the two biggest teaching hospitals in London,
St Georges and Kings
College Hospital, where
she was a consultant,
senior lecturer, post
graduate trainer and was
very successful, but the
more successful she got,
she says the further it took her away from
clinical medicine. In her last role while in
the UK, she was asked by the department
of health to set up a centre at King’s College hospital for a rare condition that she
had done a lot of research on. This was
an amazing career, but she missed why
she went into medicine, which is clinical
medicine.

“My greatest joy is to sit in front of patients and look after them. Marcelle Ruth
has also given me the opportunity to also
do something that I like, which is teaching
and training doctors, nurses and staff in
general.”
I asked her why she chose to come back to
Nigeria to set up Marcelle Ruth, and she
says, turning 50 a couple of years ago, she
was very particular about what she wanted to do per time and at that time, she
wanted to do more for her people.
“I was very busy and even had two nannies, but I knew I had to spend time with
my children, and so I took a semi career
break and spent about four years at home,
though I was still doing my private practice, I did a lot of work for an NGO called
Build Africa, which built schools in Kenya
and Uganda, and that gave me flexibility
to be at home with the children, to be
more engaged in their lives and honestly,
when I look back, I could not thank God
more for that decision.” She stated.
During that time, the thought of setting up Marcelle Ruth in Nigeria began
to crystalise in her mind, she began to
seek advise and all.

Watch other episodes every Thursday
on Wazobiamaxtv on
DSTV 259 and UHF 57 Terrestial
(free to air) by 7:30pm WAT
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MY GREATEST JOY
IS TO SIT IN FRONT
OF PATIENTS AND
LOOK AFTER THEM.
MARCELLE RUTH
HAS ALSO GIVEN ME
THE OPPORTUNITY
TO TRAIN DOCTORS,
NURSES AND STAFF
Much later, Modupe went to a dinner party and sat near a gentleman who asked
what she did and she told him. She also
shared with him how she took a career
break, but hoping to go to Nigeria to set
up practice in cancer care.

I WAS VERY BUSY
AND EVEN HAD
TWO NANNIES, BUT
I KNEW I HAD TO
SPEND TIME WITH
MY CHILDREN, AND
SO I TOOK A SEMI
CAREER BREAK

Later on, he engaged her on the topic and
when he was leaving, he gave her his business card and asked her to call him, and
then come with her husband to see him.

thing was to do it by ourselves, which was
a huge sacrifice. I agreed with him totally
and I can say that the sacrifice was worth
it. It took us three years to get to where we
are, and we are grateful.” Elebute narrated.

She looked at the card and saw he was the
Head of Life Sciences for KPMG Advisory
in the UK, his name is Chris Stirling. She
went to see Chris with her husband and
they helped put together what they should
be doing, what the gap was, and where she
should be concentrating on, using the gap
and training.

On her fire session, she says it brought to
her the fragility of life. She had her youngest daughter premature, she was born in
26 weeks and because Modupe had been
so unwell, the baby wasn’t growing in the
womb, and she had to be delivered quickly so she weighed 750 grams, whereas,
normal babies are more than 2 kilos.

Setting up in Nigeria doesn’t come without its challenges which she agreed to.
They found a perfect site in the middle
of Victoria Island in Lagos for proximity.
However, the challenge was in terms of
ensuring the patient is priority and luckily
for them, she says they got that right.
“At Marcelle Ruth, we have three receptions. If you are coming for chemotherapy for instance, you don’t have to sit in
the same place with someone coming for
radiotherapy or surgery. Secondly, the
biggest challenge is finance, and that was
tough. We planned to find investors and
partners, some we thought were the ones,
but I am glad we did what we have done.
My husband had a very particular mindset at the end which was that, the best

I AGREED WITH MY
HUSBAND, WE FUNDED
MARCELLE RUTH
OURSELVES, AND I CAN
SAY THAT THE SACRIFICE
WAS WORTH IT

She was really tiny and was in an incubator for about four months before she
could be taken home. Modupe became
more unwell because she had Pre-eclampsia because she was 42 when she had the
baby, but it became really severe, she went
into kidney failure and passed out after
she was wheeled to where her baby was.
She found out later that the whole St
George Hospital ran helter skelter but she
eventually ended up in intensive care on
life support and kidney support machine.
At her moment of unconsciousness, she
saw this total white space with outlines of
people, she heard muffled voices but was
struggling and didn’t completely understand what was going on.
When she gained consciousness was
when she realised that throughout her
unconsciousness, she was on life support.
“I am grateful I am alive. I had my battle
and she was having hers too. I saw her after being wheeled from the intensive care
and I fainted. She was so tiny. The Dr in
charge of her said she bled into her brain,
she was on high level of oxygen and they
needed us to know that she may not see.
Today she is an amazingly outstanding
child with great scores in school. I am truly grateful to God” She said.
Such an inspiring story. To be saving lives
as a doctor is one thing, to be in need of
the service you render to others is another. I enjoyed my interview with Dr
Modupe and I wish her well in all she does
for herself, her family and humanity.
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THELMA EKIYOR IS A SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR AND IMPACT INVESTOR. SHE IS ALSO
MANAGING PARTNER AT SME.NG. SHE RECENTLY TURNED 50, AND CELEBRATED HER
GOLDEN JUBILEE WITH FRIENDS, FAMILY, COLLEAGUES AND ASSOCIATES.
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We have gotten so used to
her playing in the court
and I can only imagine
how her fans will handle
not seeing her play again.
Goodbyes are always not
easy to say but Serena
had to, and it is interesting to know how her
exit from tennis is being
received worldwide.
Despite her recent loss to
Belinda Bencic at Toronto, Serena will always be a
winner in our eyes.
Enjoy the reactions in our
Tweets From
Twitter Streets!
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SAMA
WOMAN

SAMA WOMAN is a fashion brand
that focuses on creating timeless
apparels for the modern woman
who is unapologetic about her great
sense of fashion. The aesthetics of
the brand is centered around being
modest, contemporary and classic
while adding a fuse of statement.
The brand was birthed out of the
enthusiasm for fashion.
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CHICKEN CORN
CHOWDER
CHICKEN CORN CHOWDER BASE

INSTRUCTIONS

•

4 thick slices of bacon, diced

CHICKEN CORN CHOWDER BASE

•

1½ pound chicken breast, boneless,
skinless, and cut into chunks

•

2 tablespoon unsalted butter

•

1 medium onion, diced

•

2 teaspoon garlic, minced

•

2 stalks celery, finely chopped

•

1-2 teaspoon fresh thyme, minced

•

1 large bay leaf

•

1-2 teaspoon creole seasoning

T HE CHOWDER

MEALS
TO ENJOY

By ImmaculateBites

•

1 tablespoon all-purpose flour

•

4 cup water

•

1 cup heavy cream

•

2 cup corn, frozen

•

1 cup carrot, diced (about 1 large
carrot)

•

4 cup potatoes, cubed (about 2 medium potatoes)

•

Salt and pepper, to taste

•

Chives or green onions, for garnish
(optional)

• Cook bacon pieces in a large castiron pan or saucepan, over medium-high
heat for about 5-8 minutes, or until bacon
is crisp. Transfer bacon to a paper towel-lined plate and set aside.
•
Use a large spoon to take out some
of the bacon grease from the pot, reserving about 1-2 tablespoons in the cast-iron
pan.
•
Add chicken and brown for about
6-7 minutes – remove and set aside.
• Add butter to the cast iron pan and
melt. Then add diced onions, garlic, celery, thyme, bay leaf, Creole seasoning,
and sauté for about 4-5 minutes, until soft,
translucent, and fragrant. Add in the flour
and stir for about a minute.
THE CHOWDER
• While whisking, pour in water and
increase heat to medium-high.
• Pour in the cream, followed by corn,
carrots, potatoes and, chicken together
with its juice.
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• Stir and bring to a low boil, then reduce heat to medium-low and simmer for
about 15 to 20 minutes. Stir often until
• potatoes are fork-tender. Add more
water if needed for desired soup consistency.
FINAL TOUCHES
• Adjust seasoning to taste with salt,
pepper, and creole seasoning.
• Garnish with the rest of the bacon
and chives or scallions if desired.

TIPS & NOTES
• Always start by cooking the bacon!
Browning your chicken afterward in a
couple of tablespoons of bacon grease
does amazing things for the flavor of this
dish.
• A cast-iron pan is ideal for making
this dish, as it’s one of the healthiest pieces
of cookware out there, and it really does
add to the depth of flavor.
• Stir flour into your sauteed veggies
with butter, and let it soak into the butter before adding your liquid ingredients.
This method will keep the flour from
clumping, giving you smooth chowder.
• The consistency is up to you here! I
love this dish ultra-thick, but if you prefer a thinner consistency, just add water
or broth.
• Please keep in mind that the nutritional information is a rough estimate and
can vary significantly based on the products used in the recipe.
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SPICY SHRIMP
SPINACH PASTA
INSTRUCTIONS
• Start by boiling spaghetti in a large
pot, according to box instructions. Drain
and set aside.
• While the spaghetti is boiling chop
onions, tomato and bell pepper, if using
whole garlic then mince
• Lightly season the shrimp with creole spice. Heat oil over medium heat in a
heavy bottomed Dutch/ or skillet
• Add, about 1-2 tablespoons of oil,
followed by shrimp, sauté for about 3-5
minutes or until the shrimp is bright red
and begins to curl.
• Remove shrimp from skillet and
transfer to a plate

INGREDIENTS

• Add about 1-2 Tablespoons of butter to the pan. Followed by onions, garlic,
tomatoes, thyme, bell pepper, smoked paprika and pepper flakes.

•

½ pound (226.80 g) spaghetti

•

1 pound (453 g) jumbo shrimp ,
peeled and deveined

•

1-2 teaspoons (4-8 g) creole seasoning

• Let it simmer for about for 3-4 minutes, stirring occasionally to prevent any
burns.

•

2 tablespoons (28 ml) Olive oil or
Canola Oil

•

2 tablespoons (28 g) unsalted butter

• Pour in chicken stock, and lemon
juice. Stir until combined. Cook for about

•

½ medium onion diced

•

1 tablespoon (8 g) minced fresh garlic

•

2 medium tomatoes diced

•

2 teaspoons (2 g) thyme

•

½ large bell pepper chopped

•

1 teaspoon (2 g) smoked paprika

•

½ teaspoon (1 g) red pepper flakes or
cayenne pepper (optional)

•

½ cup (125 ml) chicken broth or
more , replace with ¼ cup spaghetti
water and ¼ cup water with ½ teaspoon chicken bouillon

•

½ to 1 juice of one whole fresh lemon

•

4-6 cups (120-180 g) fresh leaf spinach

•

Salt and pepper to taste
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a minute, and then season with salt and
pepper.
• Add drained spaghetti , shrimp and
spinach to the skillet, mix to fully combine all ingredients. Adjust seasoning to
taste with salt and pepper
• Turn off heat and let it soak up some
of the sauce. Serve warm and garnish with
lemon wedge.

TIPS & NOTES
• You may also use chicken instead of
shrimp.
• If you don't have creole seasoning in
your pantry, you may season the shrimp
with salt and pepper and a bit of paprika.
• Please keep in mind that nutritional
information is a rough estimate and can
vary greatly based on products used.
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